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&lt;p&gt;&lt;/p&gt;&lt;p&gt;About Transformer Games&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;What boy does not dream of meeting huge intelligent robots from the dis

tant planet Cybertron, capable of transforming into cars, planes, and even tanks

? Autobots and Decepticons are fighting in hot battles and you can become the he

ro of the transformer war. Choose your favorite games in this section and help y

our idols win this confrontation! The exciting story of the battle between the D

ecepticons and the Autobots has long been popular among boys and girls. For the 

first time, robots were presented on the screens in the cartoon &quot;Transforme

rs&quot;, and after its success, a movie of the same name appeared with famous A

merican actors. Cars have become for boys an example of the ideal image of the d

efender of their world. Transformer games will allow the child to feel like a de

fender who can protect the planet from any invaders. The Autobots will become fa

ithful assistants in the implementation of this mission.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;The Main Plots In Transformer Games&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;In these games, you can play transformer races, take part in the search

 for Energon, fight for the matrix, and more. Optimus Prime&#39;s team has many 

popular heroes that many know from comics and films. Support transformers and es

tablish peace in the entire universe. The story comes from the perspective of th

e Autobots, and together with them, you can feel like a defender of the planet. 

What kid wouldn&#39;t love this role? In addition, this online collection will n

ot only allow you to keep your baby busy but also develop attention and persever

ance. This makes them especially relevant for children who cannot do one thing f

or a long time. Transformer online games are perfect for boys, as they allow eve

n the most restless guys to be entertained. It has never been so easy to please 

children. Girls who are also interested in a fascinating story can play the game

 &quot;Transformers Robots&quot; for free. Because even tender and vulnerable be

auties want to feel the burden of responsibility for saving the world. In order 

not to tear the computer between two children, just select the mode for two. So 

everyone will be satisfied playing Transformers online games.&lt;/p&gt;
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